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Abstract
Cluster-level packing techniques have long been used

to improve the energy proportionality of server clusters
by masking the poor energy proportionality of individual
servers. With the emergence of high energy proportional
servers, we revisit whether cluster-level packing techniques
are still the most effective way to achieve high cluster-wide
energy proportionality. Our findings indicate that cluster-
level packing techniques can eventually limit cluster-wide
energy proportionality and it may be more beneficial to de-
pend solely on server-level low power techniques. Server-
level low power techniques generally require a high la-
tency slack to be effective due to diminishing idle periods
as server core count increases. In order for server-level
low power techniques to be a viable alternative, the la-
tency slack required for these techniques must be lowered.
We found that server-level active low power modes offer
the lowest latency slack, independent of server core count,
and propose low power mode switching policies to meet the
best-case latency slack under realistic conditions. By over-
coming these major issues, we show that server-level low
power modes can be a viable alternative to cluster-level
packing techniques in providing high cluster-wide energy
proportionality.

1. Introduction
Low energy proportionality of datacenter servers has

been a major obstacle for achieving datacenter energy effi-
ciency. This led to many research solutions that provide low
power operating modes at various levels of the datacenter
hierarchy, in order to improve the overall energy proportion-
ality. Low power modes can be classified into three granu-
larities: component-level, server-level, and cluster-level.

Component-level low power modes target individual
components within a server, such as DVFS for processors,
MemScale [7] and MemBlaze [14] for memory, and disk
spin down for hard drives. These techniques can take ad-
vantage of very fine idle periods that are less than a sec-
ond long. Historically, the processor has accounted for the
majority of server power consumption, but recent work has

shown that no single component dominates server power
consumption [9, 12, 24]. In order to achieve greater energy
savings, there needs to be coordinated low power modes
across all components [16].

Server-level low power modes, such as PowerNap,
Barely-alive servers and KnightShift [2, 15, 26], achieve
greater energy efficiency by coordinating power consump-
tion across multiple components within a server. Server-
level low power modes can be further classified into either
an active or inactive low power mode. Inactive low power
modes do not perform any work in a low power state, while
active low power modes can still perform useful work, al-
beit at a reduced performance level. Commercially avail-
able inactive low power modes, such as server shutdown
and sleep/hibernate, require large idle periods in the order
of minutes to become effective. To combat the need for
large idle periods, recent techniques such as PowerNap [15],
were proposed to take advantage of sub-second idle peri-
ods. Server-level inactive low power modes depend on the
presence of idle cycles, but with the emergence of multicore
processors and increasing core count within servers, idle pe-
riods are becoming shorter and are increasingly rare [17].
Recognizing this concern, prior work [8, 17] proposed idle-
ness scheduling techniques in order to artificially create idle
periods at the cost of increased response time.

Active low power modes can still perform work in a low
power state. Barely-alive servers [2] and Somniloquy [1]
only handle I/O requests in their low power state. Knight-
Shift [26] can handle general computation and takes advan-
tage of low utilization periods. Unfortunately, these ap-
proaches also demand relatively high latency penalties in
order to achieve reasonable energy savings.

An orthogonal approach to improve energy proportion-
ality is to use cluster-level low power techniques. Tradi-
tionally, clusters are managed with the goal of improving
response time through uniform load balancing, where the
workload is uniformly distributed to all servers in the clus-
ter. This technique is simple, but can be energy inefficient,
especially during low utilization periods, which keeps all
servers on. Recognizing this concern, researchers have pro-



posed many cluster-level power saving techniques. Power
and cooling management techniques [9, 19–21, 23] have
been explored across the server, rack, and datacenter gran-
ularity to reduce power consumption and heat, and maxi-
mize capacity. Workload consolidation techniques [6, 22]
have the goal of migrating workloads to improving the uti-
lization of datacenters to reduce the number of servers re-
quired, resulting in improved TCO. Dynamic capacity man-
agement [10, 25] work towards the goal of minimizing the
number of servers needed for a given workload utilization in
order to turn off a subset of servers using Packing schedul-
ing algorithms. The challenge with Packing schemes is
in maintaining the optimal number of servers to keep on
in order to meet QoS levels in the face of sometimes un-
predictable and bursty incoming work requests, while also
minimizing energy consumption. The most recent work to
address this problem is AutoScale [10], which showed that
conservatively turning off servers with the proper threshold
can meet QoS levels while minimizing energy usage.

In this work, we limit our evaluation to cluster-level
packing algorithms. Cluster-level packing techniques were
originally developed to mask the effect of the poor energy
proportionality of individual servers. Over the past few
years, however, server energy proportionality has improved
drastically [26]. Now with the emergence of high energy
proportional servers, we feel it is warranted that we revisit
if cluster-level packing techniques are still the best approach
to achieving high cluster energy efficiency. The question we
would like to answer is, can server-level energy proportion-
ality improvements alone translate into cluster-wide energy
proportionality (the observed energy proportionality of the
whole cluster), or do we still need cluster-level proportion-
ality approaches?

This paper tackles this question and several critical re-
lated issues to make the following contributions:

• (Section 2) We extended the energy proportionality
model proposed in [26] to measure energy proportion-
ality at the cluster level. We then explored the effect
of cluster-level and server-level techniques on cluster-
wide energy proportionality. We found that cluster-level
packing techniques effectively mask the server’s energy
proportionality profile, achieving good cluster-wide en-
ergy proportionality. Furthermore, we found that cluster-
level packing techniques may now hinder cluster-wide
energy proportionality with the emergence of high en-
ergy proportional servers. As server energy proportion-
ality improves, we conclude that it may be beneficial to
shift away from cluster-level packing techniques and rely
solely on server-level techniques.

• We found that running a cluster without any cluster-level
packing techniques can actually achieve higher cluster-
wide energy proportionality than with cluster-level pack-

ing techniques. Furthermore, removing cluster-level
packing techniques exposes the underlying server’s en-
ergy proportionality profile, enabling server-level low
power modes to now have an effect on cluster-wide en-
ergy proportionality to further improve cluster-wide en-
ergy efficiency.

• (Section 3) We explored server-level low power modes to
understand how the efficiency of these low power modes
scale with increasing core count. We performed a detail
power consumption analysis of how various server-level
low power modes perform under server multicore scal-
ing and found that active low power modes consistently
outperform inactive low power techniques using idleness
scheduling techniques, while requiring significantly less
latency impact in order to be effective.

• (Section 4) In order to meet the best-case latency slack
required for server-level low power modes to be efficient,
we explore the causes of high latency in server-level ac-
tive low power modes. We propose various mode switch-
ing policies to overcome the high latency currently expe-
rienced with server-level active low power modes.

2. Cluster-wide Energy Proportionality
In this section, we first extend the energy proportional-

ity model presented in [26] to measure cluster-wide energy
proportionality. We will use our extended model to explain
the reasoning behind the effectiveness of prior cluster-level
packing techniques. We will then reason about how im-
proved energy proportionality at the server-level is impact-
ing cluster-wide energy proportionality. Specifically, we
make the following observations. 1) Cluster-level pack-
ing techniques are highly effective at masking individual
server’s energy proportionality. 2) On the flip side, signif-
icant improvement in server energy proportionality seen in
the past few years do not translate into cluster-level energy
efficient gains due to the masking effect. 3) To take advan-
tage of improved server energy proportionality it may be
more favorable to forego cluster-level packing techniques
entirely. Foregoing cluster-level packing techniques enable
energy improvements by server-level low power techniques
to translate to cluster-wide energy improvements.
2.1. Measuring Energy Proportionality

Figure 1 shows an illustrative utilization vs peak power
usage curve, also known as the energy proportionality
curve, as defined in [26]. The top line represents the ac-
tual server’s energy proportionality curve, while the bottom
line represents the ideal energy proportionality curve. Us-
ing this figure, energy proportionality (EP) is defined as:

EP = 1− Areaactual −Areaideal
Areaideal

(1)

where Areaactual and Areaideal is the area under the
server’s actual and ideal EP curve, respectively.
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Figure 1: Energy proportionality curve [26]

2.1.1 Measuring Idealized Best-Case Cluster-wide EP

We first describe how we measure cluster-wide energy pro-
portionality using an idealized Packing algorithm. Using
the Packing approach, the best-case cluster-wide energy
proportionality is dependent on the number of servers used
in the cluster. Under an ideal scenario, cluster-level pack-
ing technique can always perfectly provision the right num-
ber of servers to meet the current utilization demand. Then
the cluster-wide energy proportionality curve would resem-
ble steps as shown in figure 3. In these illustrative figures,
the x-axis is the cluster-level utilization and the y-axis is
the cluster-wide power consumption. Figure 3a shows the
best-case cluster-wide energy proportionality with a cluster
consisting of 10 servers. The shape of each step resembles
the shape of each individual server’s energy proportionality
curve. In this example illustration, each step represents the
energy proportionality curve of a server with a relatively
low energy proportionality of 0.24. The best case Pack-
ing approach represents the case where the exact number
of servers are on for the current utilization level, then the
next step occurs when another server needs to be turned on
to handle the additional load of a higher utilization. As the
utilization increases, it will only load the most recently wo-
ken up server until another server needs to be awoken. Sim-
ilarly, in the base case Packing approach, if the utilization
decreases then a server can be instantaneously put to low
power mode. Using this best case Packing approach, we
compute the best case cluster-wide energy proportionality
(which is represented as BestEP) using Equation 1, which
is also shown on the top left corners of Figure 3a.

As the number of servers in a cluster increases, these
steps become smaller until the point where the cluster-
wide energy proportionality curve resembles the ideal en-
ergy proportionality curve as shown in figure 3b. When
increasing the cluster size from 10 servers to 100 servers,
the best achievable cluster-wide energy proportionality ap-
proaches 1, improving from 0.92 to 0.98, even though each
server suffers from low energy proportionality of 0.24.

In the absence of cluster-level packing techniques, re-
quests may be routed uniformly across all servers to balance
the load. In this case, each server’s utilization should track
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Figure 2: Trace-driven Queueing Model-based Simulation
Methodology [26]

the cluster’s utilization almost perfectly. When using Uni-
form load balancing approach, the best-case cluster-wide
energy proportionality curve would simply be that of the
underlying server’s energy proportionality curve.

2.1.2 Measuring Actual Cluster-wide EP

In real clusters it is not possible to achieve the best case sce-
nario where servers can sleep and wakeup instantaneously.
Cluster-wide utilization vs power measurements are rela-
tively noisy due to the fact that at any given cluster utiliza-
tion, there could be a differing number of servers that are
on. For example, consider two scenarios. In both scenarios
the cluster utilization during a given time epoch is 10%. In
scenario#1 a large number of servers (much more than what
is needed for 10% cluster utilization) were already on dur-
ing the previous epoch. The cluster power consumption can
be high even at 10% utilization since it is not possible to
instantaneously pack workloads and turn on/off unneeded
servers for the current epoch. Consider scenario#2 where
there are only just enough servers turned on to meet 10%
cluster utilization demand even during the previous epoch.
Then the power consumption in the current epoch with 10%
utilization will be lower in scenario#2 than in scenario#1.

In order to enable the measurement of cluster-wide en-
ergy proportionality, we first take the average power at each
measured utilization and then find a 3rd degree polynomial
best fit curve to create an average power curve. We then use
this curve as the actual energy proportionality curve to cal-
culate cluster-wide energy proportionality using equation 1.

2.2. Evaluation Methodology

To evaluate the implication of various cluster-level and
server-level techniques on cluster-wide energy proportion-
ality, we implemented a trace-driven queueing model-based
simulator shown in figure 2. We model a cluster with 20
servers, where each server is modeled as a G/G/k queue.



We found that using a cluster size of 20 servers gave us the
required resolution to measure cluster-wide proportionality,
while minimizing the amount of simulation time required.
Using a larger cluster would result in higher power measure-
ment resolution, but would not change our observations.

Due to the absence of individual service request times
in our utilization traces, we use a verified G/G/k queueing
model methodology based on the concept of capability [26].
In this model, k represents the capability of a server. Each
server has a capability of k = 100 (since each server can have
up to 100% utilization). The queueing model is driven by
real-world utilization traces containing minute-granularity
utilization measurements from various clusters taken over a
9-day period from an institutional datacenter. The workload
traces are detailed in section 4.1. Each entry in the trace
shows the cluster utilization at that given minute epoch.
The utilization traces are used as a proxy to derive a time-
varying arrival rate. For instance, if the cluster has 10% uti-
lization during a given epoch then 20 servers cumulatively
will receive 200 jobs. If the cluster utilization drops to 1%
then during that epoch only 20 jobs arrive. Because these
datacenter traces do not report actual workload response
time, we assume the service rate is exponential with a mean
of one second and relative performance impact (99th per-
centile latency) is reported. This still enables us to obtain
latency impact by comparing relative performance.

In our simulator, we evaluated three different server cat-
egories; LowEP, MidEP and HighEP servers. The low EP
server, with an EP of 0.24, is based on a Supermicro server
with dual 2.13GHz 4-core Intel Xeon L5630 and consumes
156W at idle and 205W at full load. The medium EP server
is an HP ProLiant DL360 G7 with an EP of 0.73. The high
EP server is a Huawei XH320 with an EP of 1.05. We
used the energy proportionality curve reported in [26] (for
LowEP) and SPECpower [27] (for MidEP and HighEP) as
our power model used in the simulator. To capture transi-
tion energy penalties in the model, an empirically measured
constant power of 167W is conservatively added during the
entire transition period. To measure cluster-wide power
at minute granularity, we simply aggregate each server’s
power consumption during simulation runtime.

To explore the impact of cluster-level packing tech-
niques, we implemented a state-of-the-art dynamic capacity
management algorithm proposed in Autoscale [10]. Each
server is configured with the same settings as in [10], where
the servers conservatively turn off after 120 seconds of idle-
ness and has server wakeup time of 260 seconds. Through
empirical experiments, it was determined that the packing
factor for our servers is 97 in our simulation framework.
The packing factor is server dependent and indicates the
maximum number of jobs that the server can handle and still
meet the target 99th percentile latency. The Autoscale load
balancing algorithm assigns the incoming requests to indi-

vidual servers. For instance, if there are only two servers
currently turned on and the new utilization trace record has
6% cluster utilization then it translates to 120 jobs that will
be submitted to these two servers. The Packing algorithm
first submits 97 requests to the first server and then assigns
the remaining 23 to the next server. If the arrival rate ex-
ceeds the total capability of all active servers then a new
server is turned on with a wakeup latency and the remain-
ing overflowed requests will join the shortest queue.

To understand how well Packing load balancing im-
proves cluster-wide energy consumption, we also imple-
mented a basic Uniform load balancer as an alternative
to Autoscale. The load balancer simply distributes work
equally to all servers and all servers in the cluster are al-
ways on.

In addition, we also explored the effect of a server-level
active low power mode, KnightShift, on cluster-wide en-
ergy proportionality. KnightShift is a heterogeneous server
which contains both a high-performance high power Pri-
mary node, tightly coupled with a low-performance low
power Knight node. During low utilization periods, the high
power primary node will shift work to the low power Knight
node, and vice versa. The KnightShift server is configured
as in [26] with a 15% capable Knight. The Knight is capa-
ble of handling 15% of the work of the primary server. In
the queueing model, when in Knight mode, k is set to 15.
The Knight consumes 15W at idle and 16.7W at full load
with wakeup transition time of 20 seconds.

2.3. Revisiting Effectiveness of Cluster-level
Packing Techniques

Figure 4 shows the results of our study. Each plot
shows the linear ideal energy proportionality curve (Ide-
alEP), the best-case energy proportionality curve for that
scenario (BestEP), and the actual fitted energy proportion-
ality curve (ActualEP) derived from the measured (raw) uti-
lization vs power data collected during runtime. In this sec-
tion, we only ran a 1-day period of the utilization traces as
we found this is sufficient to obtain the cluster-wide energy
proportionality curves.

Note that for figures 4(a)-(c) the BestEP curve is ob-
tained by assuming the best case Packing algorithm as de-
scribed earlier in the context of figure 3 with no wakeup and
sleep latencies. For figures 4(d)-(f) that does not use Pack-
ing, the cluster-wide BestEP is the energy proportionality
curve of the underlying servers since all servers are always
turned on and each server has the same utilization.

Observation 1: Cluster-level packing techniques are
highly effective at masking server EP

Using a Uniform load balancing technique where jobs
are sent equally to all servers (lack of cluster-level low
power technique) would result in the cluster-wide energy
proportionality exhibiting an EP curve resembling that of
the server’s EP curve as shown in figure 4(d)-(f). Hence,
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Figure 3: Best-case cluster-wide energy proportionality curve using Packing load balancing. As cluster size increases, the
best-case cluster-wide energy proportionality approaches ideal energy proportionality.
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(a) Autoscale LowEP
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(b) Autoscale MidEP
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(c) Autoscale HighEP
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(d) Uniform LowEP
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(f) Uniform HighEP
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(g) Uniform KnightShift LowEP
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(h) Uniform KnightShift MidEP
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Figure 4: Cluster-wide Energy Proportionality using (a,b,c) Packing load balancing (Autoscale), (d,e,f) Uniform load bal-
ancing, and (g,h,i) Server-level active low power technique (KnightShift). We explored servers with low (0.24), mid (0.73),
and high (1.05) energy proportionality. As individual server energy proportionality improves, it may be favorable to forego
Packing load balancing in favor of Uniform load balancing. Despite high individual server energy proportionality, there still
exist significant opportunity for KnightShift at low utilization periods.



the actual cluster-wide energy proportionality is 0.24 in fig-
ure 4d, 0.73 in figure 4e, and 1.05 in figure 4d)

Figure 4a shows how cluster-wide energy proportional-
ity changes using Autoscale. Using low energy proportional
servers (EP = 0.24) as a base, the cluster-wide energy pro-
portionality improved to 0.69, compared to just 0.24 with
Uniform load balancing with no cluster-level packing (fig-
ure 4d). This demonstrates the effectiveness of cluster-
level techniques, like Autoscale, at masking the individual
servers’ low energy proportionality. As individual server
energy proportionality improves, the cluster-wide energy
proportionality also improves, but the effectiveness is re-
duced. For instance, MidEP servers in figure 4b achieve a
cluster-wide energy proportionality of 0.79 with Autoscale,
while the Uniform load balancer achieves cluster-wide en-
ergy proportionality of 0.73 (an improvement of only 0.06).

Observation 2: With improving server energy pro-
portionality, it may be more favorable to forego cluster-
level packing techniques entirely.

As server energy proportionality improvements con-
tinue, servers are beginning to exhibit super-energy pro-
portional (EP > 1.0) behaviors. When Packing is applied
to HighEP servers, it does not improve the overall cluster-
wide energy proportionality. Having servers with EP of
0.73 (figure 4b) vs 1.05 (figure 4c) had very little effect at
the cluster level, where cluster-level energy proportionality
improved from 0.79 to just 0.82. With high energy propor-
tional servers appearing, it may be more desirable, from an
energy proportional standpoint, to uniformly load balance
work and depend on server-level low power techniques to
further improve energy proportionality.

In the past, it was clear that cluster-wide energy propor-
tional using cluster-level packing technique is better than
the individual server’s energy proportionality (figure 4a vs
4d and 4b vs 4e). But we may now have reached a turn-
ing point where servers may now offer more energy propor-
tionality than cluster-level packing techniques can achieve
(figure 4c vs 4f).

Observation 3: Foregoing cluster-level packing tech-
niques enable energy improvements by server-level low
power techniques to translate to cluster-wide energy im-
provements.

Note that when individual server energy proportional-
ity improves, the majority of the energy proportionality
improvement occurs at mid to high utilization levels (fig-
ures 4e, 4f). Servers are still the most energy inefficient at
low utilization levels. A way to improve energy efficiency
at low utilization levels is by improving the dynamic range
of servers, but previous work has showed that this is not
likely to occur [26]. By switching to a Uniform load bal-
ancing scheme and exposing the underlying server’s energy
proportionality curve, it is possible to apply server-level low
power modes to further improve server energy efficiency at

low utilization levels. Previously, cluster-level techniques
would mask the effect of these server-level techniques, ren-
dering them ineffective. A switch to uniform load balanc-
ing can enable server-level low power modes to have more
overall benefits by exposing the underlying server’s energy
proportionality curve.

Figure 4(g)-(i) shows the cluster-wide energy propor-
tionality curve using KnightShift servers with Uniform
load balancing. Due to the jump in power due to the
Knight/Primary server, polynomial curve fitting does not
fit well to create the ActualEP curve. Instead, for Knight-
Shift, the ActualEP curve reported is simply the average
power curve. While KnightShift is able to lower individ-
ual server’s energy proportionality, which is reflected in
the cluster-wide energy proportionality, it does not provide
better cluster-wide energy proportionality than cluster-level
packing techniques (figure 4a and 4b) when the baseline
server has relative low energy proportionality. This was
also the case with Uniform load balancing. Only with
higher server energy proportionality does KnightShift pro-
vide better cluster-wide energy proportionality than cluster-
level packing techniques. Both Uniform load balancing and
KnightShift with high energy proportional servers exhibit
EP near 1, outperforming cluster-level packing technique
which has EP of 0.82.

Although the energy proportionality may be similar
when comparing Uniform load balancing with high en-
ergy proportional servers and KnightShift (figure 4f vs 4i),
KnightShift still offers significant energy efficiency im-
provements, especially at low utilization regions. By using
a low power Knight mode, KnightShift enables the server to
use only a fraction of the primary server’s power at low uti-
lization periods. This resulted in the average power usage
falling from 890W to 505W using KnightShift.

2.4. Challenges facing adoption of server-
level low power modes

In order for system-level low power modes to become
more widely adopted, issues relating to its practicality
must be resolved. All server-level low power modes, such
as PowerNap [15] and Dreamweaver [17], Barely-alive
servers [2], Somniloquy [1] and KnightShift [26] trade off
latency to improve energy efficiency. Each technique re-
quires varying amounts of latency slack, the latency impact
required before they become effective. Previous work [17]
has identified that server-level low power modes require
increasing latency slack as the number of processors in
servers increase in order to be effective. The data in the
previous sections focused exclusively on energy efficiency
improvements. But many datacenter workloads, however,
are sensitive to latency. In order to use server level low
power modes, we need to perform a careful scalability study
to understand how increasing core counts impact latency of
using various server level low power techniques.
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Figure 5: KnightShift provides similar energy savings to idleness scheduling algorithms but with less latency slack required.

3. Server-level Low Power Mode Scalability

We now evaluate the effectiveness of server-level low
power modes with increasing core count. In this section,
we will explore the results of both server-level active low
power mode (KnightShift [26]) and idleness scheduling al-
gorithms used in server-level inactive low power modes
(DreamWeaver [17] and Batch [8]) on a high core count
(32-core) system. We show that as core count increases,
server-level active low power mode can match the energy
savings of idleness scheduling algorithms, but with signif-
icantly less latency slack required. Furthermore, we show
that active low power modes can offer superior energy sav-
ings at any given latency slack compared to inactive low
power modes.

Energy-Latency Tradeoffs The scalability of server-
level low power modes will be analyzed using energy-
latency tradeoff curves. These curves show the available
energy savings for a certain allowable latency slack. The
latency slack is defined as the slack (or latency increase) al-
lowed on 99th percentile response time. The goal of this
section is to explore what latency slack is required in order
for server-level low power modes to be effective. All low-
power modes will incur latency impact to some extent. For
workloads with stringent latency constraints (zero latency
slack, for instance), the best design may be to not use any
power management. Thus, this scalability study will focus
on workloads that allow some level of latency slack.

The idleness scheduling algorithms in Dreamweaver and
Batch can tradeoff energy and latency by adjusting the level
of request queueing. When requests are queued for a longer
time, there are more opportunities to place the server into a
low-power idle mode, which allows for longer server sleep
times. But more queueing implies longer latency. Knight-
Shift can adjust energy-latency tradeoffs by adjusting the
threshold of the switching policy. In short, KnightShift cou-
ples a low power Knight system with a high performance
primary server. The Knight handles most of the low uti-
lization requests while the primary server handles compu-
tationally demanding requests. For KnightShift to allow in-
creased latency for higher energy savings, we can increase

Utilization CPU Memory Disk Other
Max 40% 35% 10% 15%
Idle 15% 25% 9% 10%

Table 1: BigHouse server power model based on [24]
and [12]. Power is presented as percentage of peak power.

the threshold to switch out of the Knight and into the pri-
mary server. This keeps the Knight active longer at the ex-
pense of increased latency. Similarly, to decrease latency
at the cost of energy savings, we can increase the threshold
to switch into the Knight, so the primary server can stay on
longer even if the utilization falls below Knight capacity.
3.1. Methodology

To evaluate scalability, we use the BigHouse simula-
tor [18], a simulation infrastructure for data center sys-
tems. BigHouse is based on stochastic queueing simu-
lation [18], a validated methodology for simulating the
power-performance behavior of data center workloads. Big-
House uses synthetic arrival/service traces that are gener-
ated through empirical inter-arrival and service distribu-
tions.These synthetic arrival/service traces are fed into a
discrete-event simulation of a G/G/k queueing system that
models active and idle low-power modes through state-
dependent service rates. Output measurements, such as
99th percentile latency, and energy savings, are obtained
by sampling the output of the simulation until each mea-
surement reaches a normalized half-width 95% confidence
interval of 5%. The baseline server power model used in
BigHouse is shown in table 1. This model is based on com-
ponent power breakdowns from HP [24] and Google [12].

We implemented the KnightShift server in BigHouse.
Because BigHouse cannot accurately capture transition
penalty due to statistical sampling, we assume an ideal
KnightShift configuration where there are no transition de-
lays. We will explore in detail in the next section how differ-
ent switching policies with realistic transition penalties will
affect overall energy and performance impact when running
real-world datacenter utilization traces.

We evaluate four workload distributions, DNS, Mail,
Apache, and Shell, provided with the BigHouse sim-



ulator. Each workload’s load is scaled so that the modeled
server within BigHouse operates at 30% average utilization,
similar to average utilization in [5].

3.2. Case study with 32-core server

We compare energy-latency tradeoffs of the following
server-level low power approaches: (1) a 30% capable
KnightShift, (2) Batching [8] and (3) DreamWeaver [17].As
shown in [26], the power consumption of the Knight is
equal to PrimaryServerPower ∗KnightCapability1.7.
The quadratic assumption is based on historical data [4]
which showed that power consumption increased in propor-
tions to performance1.7. Thus a 30% capable Knight is
expected to spend 13% of the power of the primary server.

Figure 5 shows the latency vs energy savings curves of
the four workloads. The latency slack shown is normalized
to the workloads 99th percentile latency. The y-axis shows
the energy savings possible if we are allowed to relax the
99th percentile response time by the given x-axis value.

Batching provides a nearly linear tradeoff between la-
tency and energy, but is consistently outperformed by
DreamWeaver, confirming previous results in [17]. Com-
pared to DreamWeaver, KnightShift improves energy sav-
ings at any given latency slack. For Mail, KnightShift pro-
vides similar energy savings with less than half the latency
slack required of DreamWeaver. For DNS, KnightShift pro-
vides similar energy savings with 25% less slack required.
For Apache and Shell, DreamWeaver with 3x latency
slack has less energy savings than KnightShift at 1.3x la-
tency slack. In all cases, we conclude that server-level ac-
tive low power modes outperform server-level inactive low
power modes at every latency slack.

For workloads that can tolerate very large latency slack
(3x or more), it may be possible to also consider the use
of wimpy cluster [3, 13], which can allow power savings
greater than any of the approaches compared here. But
when very large latency slack cannot be tolerated, then
KnightShift offers almost all of the power savings up front,
with a tighter latency slack.

Power savings achievable from KnightShift saturates
rather quickly with even a small latency slack. KnightShift
can take advantage of all the opportunity periods for low
power mode at a low latency slack. For idleness schedul-
ing algorithms, the opportunity periods increase as the la-
tency slack increases. The maximum savings of Knight-
Shift saturates at ∼1.75x latency slack in most cases. This
contrasts to idleness scheduling algorithms, which ramp up
energy savings slowly as latency slack increases. But they
never reach the maximum energy savings achievable with
KnightShift. For workloads which requires latency slack
even tighter than what KnightShift can provide, system-
level low-power modes, both active and inactive modes,
may not be the best solution and energy saving techniques
may even be disregarded all together.
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Figure 6: Energy savings vs core count and latency slack

These results show that there must be at least a 1.5x
latency slack available in order to allow server-level low
power modes the opportunity to achieve a majority of their
power savings potential. Essentially, in order for server-
level active low power modes to be effective, the best-case
latency slack required would be 1.5x that of the baseline.
Currently under realistic conditions, the KnightShift server
in [26] requires at least a 2x latency slack on average. In the
next section we will explore various mode switching poli-
cies in order to try to meet the best-case latency slack time.

3.3. Sensitivity to Core Count

For this experiment we vary the number of cores in the
primary server from 4 to 128 in order to explore how in-
creasing core count affects the effectiveness of server-level
low power modes.

Figure 6 shows the energy savings that can be realized
across different core counts and latency slack allowed for
the Apache workload. Results for the other workloads
also follow similar trends. Figure 6a shows the possible
energy savings using DreamWeaver. At low core counts,
DreamWeaver can achieve significant power savings (over
40%) with relatively low latency slack (∼1.6x). But as
core count increases, the potential energy savings quickly
decreases and the latency slack required for similar energy
savings at lower core counts increases drastically (Over 3x
latency slack at 32-cores to save 40% energy!). The reason
that idleness scheduling algorithms becomes less effective
with core count is that they primarily rely on idle periods to
exploit power savings.

Figure 6b shows the energy savings with KnightShift.
Similar to inactive low power modes, significant energy sav-
ings can be achieved at low core counts. But unlike inac-
tive low power modes, active low power modes can sustain
significant energy savings, independent of core count, and
maintain a constant low latency slack. KnightShift is not
dependent on idle periods, but on low utilization periods,
which remain present even at high core counts. Therefore,
as long as low utilization periods exists, KnightShift can
scale to any number of cores.



Name Trace Autocorrelation

aludra 0

35

email 0

35

girtab 0

35

msg-mmp 0

90
1e7

msg-mx 0

60

msg-store 0

60

nunki 0

99

scf 0

60

Table 2: Workload [26] thumbnail and autocorrelation

4. Minimizing realistic latency slack of server-
level active low power mode

We have shown in the last section that server-level ac-
tive low power modes have consistent opportunity, indepen-
dent of server core counts, with a low latency slack require-
ment. But the evaluations in section 3 assumed zero transi-
tion penalty between the Knight and primary server. Under
more realistic conditions that was evaluated in [26], they
showed that non-bursty, low utilization workloads suffered
1.5x latency increase or less, but bursty workloads, such as
nunki, can suffer over 6x latency penalty.

It is important for server-level low power modes to meet
a low latency slack under realistic conditions in order to
become a feasible alternative to cluster-level packing tech-
niques. This would allow clusters to forego cluster-level
packing techniques and enable continued cluster-wide en-
ergy proportionality improvements as shown in section 2. In
this section, we will investigate in detail the cause of poor
performance for certain workload categories with Knight-
Shift. We then propose and evaluate various switching poli-
cies and its effect on energy and tail latency of KnightShift.

4.1. Workloads

We use the workload traces from [26] in our evalua-
tion. The traces are collected over a 9 day period in an in-
stitutional datacenter from several clusters running various
workloads. We show a thumbnail of the utilization traces in
table 2.

Performance penalties to KnightShift can manifest in
several ways. If the current utilization is low and we en-
counter a high utilization spike, then there would be a per-
formance penalty when we have to wait to switch to the
primary server to keep up with the high utilization requests.
This is the case for very random bursty workloads (nunki).
For workloads with periodic utilization spikes (scf), it
may be possible to predict these periodic events to antici-
pate high utilization periods, but such prediction approaches
were not evaluated in [26].

Another case for performance loss occurs when work-
loads have a very high level of variation, especially if the
variation is around the Knight’s capability levels. Dur-
ing this scenario, the KnightShift switching policy may be
tricked into entering the Knight mode, when in actuality,
the workload is still in a high utilization phase. This causes
KnightShift to thrash between modes, which causes perfor-
mance penalties during mode transitions. This is the case
for workloads such as msg-mx and msg-store.

Table 2 also contains the autocorrelation of the work-
loads to show how strongly these utilizations exhibit daily
patterns. Workloads with low predictability, such as nunki
and girtab, would have low autocorrelation as shown in
its autocorrelation plot. Workloads with strong daily utiliza-
tion patterns, such as msg-mmp, msg-mx, msg-store,
and aludra would exhibit local maxima at each day
marker in their autocorrelation plots. Previous work an-
alyzing datacenter workloads has also found strong daily
correlations [11].
4.2. KnightShift Switching Policies

We will now introduce the KnightShift mode switching
policies studied in this section to reduce the mode switch-
ing overhead. In order to facilitate the understanding of the
strength and weaknesses of these policies, we illustrate the
effect of these policies on a 15% capable KnightShift server
in figure 7. For the given illustrative workload utilization
pattern (7a), we show the periods where energy savings oc-
curs (green bars on bottom of plots) and where performance
penalties occur (red shaded regions). The workload utiliza-
tion scenario represents a scenario with a short low utiliza-
tion period (which can trick the switching policies and lead
to response time increase), followed by a higher utilization
and then eventually a longer low utilization period.

Aggressive Policy: The aggressive switching policy is
the baseline policy used in [26]. Whenever the utilization
falls below the Knight capability level, it would immedi-
ately switch into Knight mode. The server will not switch
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Figure 7: Performance and energy impacts of various
KnightShift mode switching policies. Mode corresponds to
(1) Knight mode, (2) Wakeup, and (3) Primary mode.

back to the primary server until the server experiences uti-
lization levels beyond what the Knight can handle for a pe-
riod of time equivalent to the transition time between the
Knight to Primary server. As can be seen in figure 7b, the
aggressive policy can save significant amount of power, but
at the cost of high performance penalties. For very short
low utilization periods, this simple policy can be tricked to
switch into the Knight, and immediately experience utiliza-
tion greater than it can handle.

Conservative Policy: This policy aims to minimize
performance loss by sacrificing energy saving opportunities
during short low utilization periods. A conservative pol-
icy in KnightShift would switch into the Knight only when
the server’s utilization level has been below the Knight’s
capability level for a certain amount of time. We assume
this threshold to be equivalent to the wakeup transition time

in all policies in this section. A transition from Knight to
primary server will occur immediately upon high utiliza-
tion. Figure 7c shows that the policy does not switch during
short low utilization periods. Since the policy only switches
when there is a long enough low utilization period, the con-
servative policy will avoid the performance penalty due to
short low utilization periods. The performance penalty to
the conservative policy would therefore be limited to when
the server transitions from Knight to the Primary server.
The conservative policy trade off power savings for perfor-
mance by missing some opportunity to safely be in a low
power state during the start of long low utilization periods.

Balanced Policy: The balanced policy aims to seek
a balance between the aggressive and conservative policy
by achieving energy savings with low performance impact.
The balanced policy conservatively switches into the Knight
and conservatively switches out of the Knight. Figure 7d
shows the effect of using a balanced policy. By switch-
ing into the Knight conservatively, we avoid short low uti-
lization periods, avoiding performance penalties due to un-
timely and aggressively switching into the Knight during
high utilization periods. By conservatively switching out of
the Knight, we are able to extract as much energy savings as
possible while in Knight mode by trying to stay in an energy
saving state as long as possible. This also makes this pol-
icy stay in a low power state when faced with a utilization
spike, saving energy at the cost of performance.

Day to Day (D2D) Policy: This simple heuristic pol-
icy aims to use the insight derived from the autocorrela-
tion plots of each workload shown in table 2. This pol-
icy demonstrates the possible effect of a more sophisticated
switching policy compared to the other policies in this sec-
tion. By looking at the binary historical utilization levels
(either high or low), we can anticipate high utilization peri-
ods. For this policy, we use the aggressive policy as the base
policy to build off of and extend it with knowledge of past
historical high periods. We can only switch into the Knight
aggressively only if there is not a historical high from the
previous day. Similarly, if currently in the Knight mode,
a historical high is detected, we will preemptively switch
into the primary server state to anticipate a high utilization
period regardless of current utilization.

In our study, we log minute-level granularity of historical
high periods. Because it’s unlikely for high/low utilization
to occur daily at exactly the same minute, we expand the
window of historical high periods by +/-15 minutes. We
empirically selected 15 minutes as it provides a good bal-
ance between energy savings and performance impact. This
allows nearby high utilization periods to merge into a larger
high utilization window. This prevents KnightShift from
switching aggressively into the Knight during this period,
which normally led to performance penalty as seen in fig-
ure 7b. Figure 7e shows the past historical highs marked



with an orange bar on top of the plot. By detecting his-
torical high periods, we avoid switching during short low
utilization periods and anticipate future high utilization pe-
riods, avoiding significant performance penalty, while still
achieving reasonable energy savings.

4.3. Switching Policy Evaluation

In this section we use the evaluation methodology pre-
sented in section 2 with 1 server. The results in this section
is compared to a baseline machine running without Knight-
Shift. We found that the performance of the baseline server
is also representative of the tail latency observed in cluster-
level techniques shown in section 2. In cluster-level packing
techniques, there are spare servers providing extra capac-
ity to absorb utilization spikes, leading to minimal perfor-
mance impact of cluster-level packing techniques. In order
for server-level low power modes to be competitive with
cluster-level packing techniques, it is necessary that server-
level techniques meet the best-case latency slack, as shown
in section 3, to minimize tail latency impact.

Effect on Latency: Figure 8a shows the 99th per-
centile latency normalized to the 99th percentile latency of
the baseline server. Although the aggressive policy has the
highest geometric mean latency, there are several workloads
that actually performs the best using this policy. In par-
ticular, workloads that tend to stay low with rare utiliza-
tion spikes (aludra, email) seems to benefit the most
from this policy. The conservative policy benefits work-
loads (nunki, girtab) that tend to be random (low au-
tocorrelation). Workloads with high utilization variations
(msg-mx, msg-store, scf) benefits most from a bal-
anced policy. Both msg-mmp and msg-mx have latency
of near 1 because the policies realize that these workloads
tend to always be in a high utilization phase, and therefore
does not go into knight mode. For workloads with daily pat-
terns observable from their autocorrelation plot (msg-mmp,
msg-mx, msg-store, scf) all benefits the most from the
Day-to-Day switching policy. Using a very simple 1-day
history heuristics, KnightShift is able to lower the overall
geometric mean latency to about 1.5x the baseline latency.
This is in line with the best-case energy-latency tradeoff
curves in section 3. Therefore, it is possible to meet the
best-case latency slack, even under realistic conditions.

Effect on Energy: Figure 8b shows the normal-
ized energy consumption normalized to the baseline server.
Note that the energy consumption values presented here for
KnightShift cannot be quantitatively compared to the values
presented in section 3 due to entirely different simulation
methodologies and workloads. For all scenarios, the aggres-
sive policy saves the most energy (79.5% geometric mean).
As expected, the balanced policy’s energy usage (77.8%)
falls in between that of the aggressive policy and the con-
servative policy (73.7%). Aggressive saves the most power,
but at cost of highest latency impact. The D2D policy mean-
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Figure 8: Effect of switching policy on latency and en-
ergy consumption. The best-case latency slack (section 3)
is achievable under realistic conditions.

while saves the least amount of power due to cautiously
staying in the primary server mode to anticipate historical
high periods. In certain workloads, such as msg-mmp and
msg-mx, KnightShift actually consumes more energy than
the baseline server as these workloads are high utilization
workloads and does not offer opportunity for KnightShift’s
low power mode. The extra energy used is due to the over-
head of the Knight remaining on all the time. Overall, the
conservative and balanced policy provides the best balance
of latency and energy savings.

Summary: In this section, we showed that server-level
active low power modes, with corresponding policies, can
achieve the best-case latency slack needed to achieve energy
savings under realistic conditions. Server-level techniques
can be competitive with cluster-level packing techniques,
requiring only a small latency slack. In previous section, we
showed that while server-level inactive low power modes
became ineffective due to core count, server-level active
low power modes can remain effective even with increas-
ing server core count. By overcoming these two challenges,
server-level low power modes can be an attractive alterna-
tive over cluster-level packing techniques as future servers
continue to improve their energy proportionality.

5. Conclusion
While cluster-level packing techniques provided an an-

swer to cluster-wide energy proportionality in the past,
the continuing improvements to individual server energy



proportionality is threatening to disrupt this convention.
Cluster-level packing techniques can now actually limit
cluster-wide energy proportionality. As we near a turning
point, it may be favorable to forgo cluster-level packing
techniques and rely solely on server-level low power modes.
In order for server-level low power modes to become prac-
tical, there must be improvements to the latency slack re-
quired for server-level low power modes to be effective. We
have shown that server-level active low power modes can
provide consistent energy savings at a low latency slack in-
dependent of server core counts, unlike server-level inac-
tive low power modes. Furthermore, we have shown that
with the right mode switching policies, server-level active
low power modes, such as KnightShift, can meet the best-
case latency slack under realistic conditions. By solving
these issues, we demonstrate the potential for server-level
low power mode use in practice.
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